
HBA Hospitality





HBA Private Trading and Contracting, a new royal launch for a golden era of business
in Qatar market. The driving force behind this venture is that we firmly believe the
state of Qatar deserves the best. We are on the lookout for long-term opportunities,
and will continue to seize them in line with Qatar’s National Vision, which aims to
achieve sustainable development. We are a company driven by commitment to the 
society and nation. 

SHEIK HAMAD BIN AHMAD AL-THANI 
  

Mission

Our mission is to provide our clients with the most amazing service. 
HBA HSOPITALITY promises to give our customer at home feeling.   

Vision

From start to finish, we will be a customer-oriented company and
implement perfect hygienic working standards that clearly
communicates our client’s vision and exceed their goals. 

Values

We will deliver work with 100 % commitment, and develop good
connection with our clients to understand their requirements.
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 SERVICES OUTLINE

1.     Educational Premises Cleaning.

2.     Hospital / Nursing Home Cleaning.

3.     Hotel & Residential Cleaning.

4.     Shopping Mall Cleaning.

5.     Appartment / Villa Compound.

6.     Carpet Cleaning.

7.     Supply Trained Workers.

1.     Educational Premises Cleaning.
        
         We do all kinds of general cleaining in class rooms, office building, permises and the toilet.
         Also assist the staff in all cleaning related jobs and housekeeping.
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 SERVICES OUTLINE

2.     Hospital / Nursing Home Cleaning.
        
         We will take care of all cleaning activity. Categorization of waste material and its disposal.
         Housekeeping and also assist the staff in the day to day activities as per their instruction.

3.     Hotel & Residential Cleaning.
        
         We can provide various types of workers to major Hotels in Doha to take care of General
         cleaning, Housekeeping, Laundry Service, Pool cleaning, Spa attender etc.
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 SERVICES OUTLINE

4.     Shopping Mall Cleaning.
        
         We work 24 hours and 7 days a week with highest quality and greater customer satisfaction.
         Our work force is trained with latest technology fast and better cleaning result.

5.     Appartment / Villa Compound.
        
         We do all kinds of General cleaning works along with Maintenance work including plumbing
         work, painting, flooring repair and upkeep, electrical repairs and health and air conditioning
         system maintenance.
         We also do Maintenance of landscape as well.
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 SERVICES OUTLINE

6.     Carpet Cleaning.
        
         We are fully equipped to meet the customer requirements in this segment.

7.     Supply Trained Workers.
        
         We are having almost 100 trained staff with us to be mobilized on monthly basis and on
         call basis.
         Our staff will be able to work for All Events including Dinner meets, Get togethers, wedding
         events, public functions, exhibitions etc.




